Radicalism approach the Hague

A chain approach organised for the Hague from the safety house
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Focal points local approach

Existing policy
prevention of polarisation, radicalism and jihadism

Focal points 2015-2019

- Networks and Communication
- Knowledge and Skills
- Social resilience
- Approach with a personal focus

Den Haag
Focal point: Approach with a personal focus

Target group:
- Returnees
- Potential jihadist travellers: Minors / Partners of + children (also adults)
- Detainees with a radicalism qualification

Actions:
- Bolstering the signalling process, gathering of information and fitted intervention
- Via the safety house: 1 chairman, 1 location, 1 process director, unambiguous working method
- Through regional cooperation we bolster each other and we also bolster controlled operational content, in order to influence the weakening of jihadist individuals
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Focal point: Approach with a personal focus
Goals and target group

Objective
The case-aimed approach that contributes to decreasing the terrorist threat for the weakening of the jihadist movement in the Hague.

Target group
People with a jihadist conviction who: have intentions of travelling to Syria or Iraq (potential jihadist traveller), have travelled to Syria or Iraq, have returned from Syria or Iraq and/or are recruiters and/or facilitators.

Sub-goals

Results
Working method of four consultation methods

- Case discussion
  Individual and family focused plan of action
- Alignment discussion
  Prioritizing, qualitative and quantitative data
- Tactical discussion
  Develop regional cooperation
- Triangle
  Mayor, police, Public Prosecutor
Figures 2014 the Hague

Aantal casussen: 76

- * potentiele uitreizigers: 13
- * uitreizigers: 20
- * overleden: 8
- * terugkeerders: 8
- * facilitator: 6
- * minderjarigen: 10
- * partner van: 6
- * nog niet benoemd: 5
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Case 1: Recruiter

Approach: disturbing

• Take away income
• Researching housing
• Criminal investigation
• Researching assistance for children
• Approaching partners through benefits
Case 2: Returnee

Approach: assistance, stabilizing, control

• Practical assistance
  – Housing
  – Work, occupation during the day

• Psychological assistance

• Police contact

• Income (benefits)

• Criminal investigation

• Advice from the Rehabilitation organisation
Developments

1. local, regional, international
2. interpreting: radical and threat
3. safety (multiple levels)
4. psychiatry
5. judiciary
6. prioritizing, monitoring, closing off
7. chain partners (training and expertise)
QUESTIONS?

Thank you for your attention!